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PICTURE GALLERY - MEMBERS PHOTOS

5 week old Thai Blue Point kittens;
Courtesy of Jane Couch

Loxley (KOR), Cersei (TL) and Buckley the
Burmese; Courtesy of George Terry

A kitten from Callee’s litter, born Feb 2019;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher

Ruby meeting the neighbours;
Courtesy of Brian Lacey

Cersei the Thai Lilac;
Courtesy of George Terry

Willow & Genie;
Courtesy of Dee Hillier-Kidston
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PICTURE GALLERY - MEMBERS PHOTOS

Frodo (TL) enjoying a morning chill;
Courtesy of Helen Hastilow

Fred & Barney (KOR);
Courtesy of Liz Penney

Sammy (TLP) got the raw end of the deal!;
Courtesy of Helen Hastilow

16 year old Willow (KOR);
Courtesy of Julie Cherkas

Maia at the Surrey & Sussex CA show;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher

Callee with her 5th litter;
Courtesy of Clare Treacher

Thanks to all members/breeders who shared photos of your wonderful cats!
Please email unisalford@hotmail.com with photos for the next newsletter.
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Chairperson's Report
Dear Korat and Thai lovers
Welcome to the Spring edition of the K & TCA
Newsletter. I am coming to the end of my three
years as Chair of the Association so this will be
my last letter to you in this particular role. I
have thoroughly enjoyed my time 'in office'
though health issues did not allow me to be much
in evidence at our breed shows etc until last
year. I cannot believe that winter is on its way
out, and that warm weather may be only just
round the corner. Solomon is not so sure that
the weather is improving. He still prefers to
sleep under the duvet rather than on top.
Solly's world has been given a bit of a jolt. My next door neighbour has acquired two
kittens, which, having attained their 8 month 'birthdays' have started to be allowed out
to play. Solly is a rather timid gentleman, but his horror at seeing two adolescents
playing on 'his' pocket handkerchief of garden was almost too much. He stalked round
the house with his tail in full bottlebrush mode, making occasional dashes towards the
french windows, but always remembering to keep at least one pane of glass between
himself and the interlopers. Things have calmed down somewhat now. By cuddling him and
chatting quietly to him whenever the new kids were around, we seem to have reconciled
him to good neighbourliness - after a fashion. Time will no doubt tell.
When the kittens arrived four months ago, I met them by chance as a small child proudly
carried them into the foyer in their travelling crate. They were two little grey cats with
blue eyes and large ears set high upon their heads. 'Oh, how lovely' I said. ... or words to
that effect. "are they Korat, by any chance?' The child looked horrified. 'No!' She said
defiantly, obviously thinking that I was a weird old woman who had gone soft in the head
"They’re kittens”. It wasn’t until I was back in my flat that I thought about this
exchange. The child had presumably only heard the second syllable of the word Ko-rat,
and having taken the stressed syllable 'rat' literally, thought that I didn’t know the
difference between rodents and felines! Ah, the innocence of extreme youth. By the
way, they are not Korat. Common or garden moggy apparently, but there is something
about them that makes one wonder if someone's queen had an assignation with a lesser
being on the side....
I hope that we will see as many of you as possible at the AGM and the Breed Show. In
the meantime, I hope you have a wonderful (and warm) spring and summer.
Best wishes Caroline

For contact details please see page 5
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Editors’ Notes
Hello everyone!
I hope your cats have all managed to stay warm
and cosy through the cold winter months. Our
three spent most of the winter lying on radiators or snuggled under a
blanket! The glorious flowering of our magnolia tree tells me that warmer
weather is now hopefully on its way.
I spent the first 12 weeks of the year leading a running group training for
the Stafford half marathon, which we successfully completed on Sunday
17th March. The cats assisted during my training in their own special way.
They all “help” me in the gym in the mornings, mostly by trying to jump on
the moving treadmill or playing with my shoe laces! Frodo then habitually
joins me for my post long run bath, and enjoys a snooze on my towel to keep
it warm for me! My next challenge is a 10KM assault course in July; I dread
to think how they will help me train for that!
For those of you that show your cats I wish you much success for 2019. It’s
been fabulous to see so many great achievements and new titles in 2018!

Helen Hastilow – Newsletter Editor
For contact details please see page 5
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Committee News
Your committee is dedicated to
promoting healthy Korats & Thais.

Time for the Spring Newsletter and we can wave
goodbye to winter. I can’t believe it’s almost April but love
that the daylight hours are increasing, and the weather is
warming up again.
On the committee front, our small breed club is doing well; having made a small profit in
2018 from subscriptions, and our show also made a small profit again this year. Thank you
to all our loyal members, and those who supported the show by entering cats or some other
means of support. I’d also like to thank the members of the committee for their hard work,
without them there wouldn’t be a Korat & Thai Cat Association.
AGM – PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF VENUE
This year’s meeting is on Sunday 28 April in Bletchley, Near Milton Keynes. More
information on this, including your agenda, last year’s minutes and the 2018 accounts, are in
this newsletter. We hope to see you there!
SHOW NEWS
In February’s council meeting, it was decided that a cat winning overall BIS at an All Breed
show would now receive an All Breed Olympian, as opposed to a Breed Olympian, if the cat
was competing at that level.
K&TCA SHOW ~ Preparations are already underway for our breed Show on 5th October
2019 – put that date in your diaries now! I have sent in a request for a change to our Show
Licence to reflect the change from Marlene Buckeridge to Ian Macro as our Show Manager.
Once again we are sharing with RBBA at the venue in Bugbrooke. Full details of the venue
are on the GCCF website show calendar and our schedule will be available late summer. More
details in your Summer newsletter.
THE SUPREME CAT SHOW ~ This year’s show is on 26 October 2019 at the NEC.
Schedules will be out in June/July.
Once again, don’t forget, if you show your cats, please try to enter the kitten, or
miscellaneous classes under our Pupil Judges. I am pleased to confirm that Sally Tokens
was promoted to Full Judge at our BAC meeting a few weeks ago. However, an application
from Kaye Wilson has been accepted so we currently still have one PJ. If you can enter your
cats under Kaye, please do! Remember, the more cats our PJ has to judge, the quicker
they can progress to Full Judge of Korat & Thai cats.
Finally, may I wish you all a Happy Easter, it’s late this year,
just one week before the AGM so I hope to see some of you at
the AGM on 28 April at the new venue.
Julie Cherkas (Club Secretary)
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THE GENERAL MEETING OF GCCF COUNCIL, FEBRUARY 2019
The meeting took place in the glorious weather of late February, really too nice to be indoors, but at
least delegates had no travel problems. John Hansson called the meeting to order at 1.10pm gave a
welcome. In the established tradition he read out the names of the of friends who had passed on since
October.
Then to the first business of the day. This was the introduction of the new Office Manager, Denise
Williams. She promised to try and follow the meeting proceedings, but hoped to be allowed a while to
settle in and learn - maybe for three years!
This really was the meeting of show business. There were several proposals for show rule changes to
debate, and various suggestions for discussion and the introduction of the Accelerated Scheme to make
a spread of more experienced judges across breed lists and give show managers a wider pool to judge
Imperial and Grand Classes.
The Supreme & WCC Events
Decisions made on the Supreme show were probably the
most important. By a large majority it was agreed that
the 2019 Supreme should go ahead on 26 October in the
usual halls at the NEC. The format will be much the same
as this year. It was also determined, that there should be
a show in 2020 as well, although there was no fixed date
and venue.
From a summary given for the bottom line of the 2018
Supreme accounts it was clear that the show had to be
considered in terms of promotion of GCCF and a show
case for our breeds. The total cost for the year was
£24,800.
The GCCF is responsible for the World Cat Congress in 2021 to celebrate 150 years since the first cat
show. The Chairman reported he was in consultation with other WCC members to get a date fixed, and
possibly to offer a combined show.
Show Rule Changes
There were four proposed, but just one approved. The Oriental CA’s revision of the BIS winner
additional certificate award was well liked and thought timely. In future, if the Overall BIS winner is at
Olympian level the additional certificate awarded will be an all-breed Olympian if the show is an allbreed, and a breed Olympian if it’s a breed show, both at the level the cat is working towards.
The rule changes regarding vaccinations proposed by the Veterinary Advisory Committee and the
Oriental CA were withdrawn, as was the OCA’s proposed rise in the age at which kittens could be at
their first show. It was requested that a vet should be present at the next meeting to go through the
rule changes, and thinking behind amendments. If exhibitors and vets were not on the same
wavelength it would add to the confusion it was felt already existed. There was concern too that if it
was thought unsafe for kittens to be at a show until 21 days following a completed vaccination course it
indicated that there should be the same period before they left home. Giving a mixed message was less
than satisfactory, and there was also concern that some show experience at an earlier age helped
kittens accept the circumstances and develop positive show temperaments.
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In discussion it was agreed that the rules should be more explicit in banning exhibitors from using all
types of sprays in the show hall. The problem was that any use could affect neighbouring cats as well
as the exhibit they were intended for, and sometimes with an extreme adverse reaction that could
impact on the cat’s general welfare and/or its temperament. If there was this level of stress it then
became a safety issue as judges and stewards were at risk of being bitten.
There were other suggestions made in discussion it was thought were worth further consideration. The
idea of a Junior Warrant certificate was liked by some to encourage the number of adolescent cats
shown. An extension of the number of Grands required to five before the cat progressed to Imperial
level had some merit as it would mean that cats competing at the higher level were more likely to be
mature.
Judges and Stewards
All judge promotions, appointments, extensions and withdrawals were approved, as listed, but there
were no new Korat & Thai judges this time.
The completed and awaited Accelerated Judge Scheme and revised eligibility for higher awards were
approved following a presentation by Peter Collin. Judges in multi breed sections need no longer be
able to judge all the Grand Classes, but two of three (sections 2 and 4). Judges not judging breed lists
but eligible for Grands and/or Imperials will be on the breed lists they are not currently qualified as Full
Judges provisionally (F(P)), unless they opt out. This will be implemented as soon as possible.
K&TCA members who show will notice that shortly there will be new judges doing Section 4
Imperials, Grands and our breed classes. The K&TCA agreed that it would be good for exhibitors to
welcome them and take an opportunity to talk about our breed with them (after judging, of course.)
A revised stewarding scheme that injects more constructive learning into the process was presented by
Kate Kaye. As well as training in the presentation and handling of exhibits at level one, for the first time,
stewards will be guided in writing reports when at level two and working with their chosen BAC. There
will also be online questionnaires devised with multi choice questions to confirm understanding of
show procedures. It will be implemented as soon as is practical.
Breed updates
There were no new breeds introduced or breed promotions this time. Two
registration polices, the Russian and Chartreux had short amendments
concerning imports that were unanimously approved. The Russian BAC wanted
to ensure that anyone importing a neutered Russian cat
would not have to undertake rigorous DNA testing
requirements, and the Chartreux breeders wished to
stipulate that foundation cats for outcross purposes
originated in France. This follows the K&TCA precedent of accepting for new
foundation lines blue cats with proof of Thai birth.
Changes to the Lilac Point Siamese SOP enjoyed the same level of
support, after a succinct explanation that the purpose of the revised
standard was to make a clear distinction between the Lilac Point and the
Caramel Point. It was hoped that as well as guiding judges it would
encourage breeders to register correctly.

Delegates were also very supportive of a Board suggestion added to the supplementary agenda that will
apply to all breeds. It was thought that an electronic copy of the pedigree sent straight from the other
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registering body directly to the GCCF Office would provide the same level of security as a paper
original, as well being far quicker and avoiding postal inefficiencies.
Club Matters
There was a Byelaw change to allow GCCF membership (provisional and full) to new clubs formed to
support a new breed with a minimum membership of 20 rather than 50. The issue of allowing a breed
club with BAC representation to change its status to all breed for the purpose of running an all-breed
show was much less clear cut. Finally, a reminder was given that Club Returns were due by 1 May. If
clubs did not make these on time (or explain a reason for the delay) they put both their future delegate
representation and show licences at risk. No problem for K&TCA as Dee looks after our finances so all
is prepared!
Council Reports
The one piece of financial news was that the company’s accounts were now with Monahans and this
year a full audit would be conducted. Steve Crow had taken over as Board lead on IT and gave the main
aims for the year as system stabilisation and consolidating on the changes that been put into place, so
that the IT resources GCCF now had could be used most effectively. He hoped that the STAR show
services could be offered as a costed system, making a small return for GCCF, by the beginning of the
new show year.
Steve also gave the update on news from the Canine & Feline Sector Group. At present there seemed
few queries concerned with licensing and discussion within the group focused mostly on changes that
Brexit could bring. There was concern particularly for the consequences of a sudden no deal as in
addition to animal travel the import of veterinary medicines and anaesthetics was thought to be at risk.
The Chairman reported that there was little news from the GCCF commercial partnerships. Agria had
reported a slight drop in business, but still contributed massively, financially speaking, to GCCF. Without
that income stream the company would need a complete rethink on future spending. There had not
been much recent discussion with Royal Canin, but it had been made clear that its support of the
Supreme depended on the show being at the NEC.
Any other business: Delegates were taken back to shows as there was concern expressed over
exhibitors leaving a show early (there were sanctions in place that could be used, but exhibitors needed
to be reminded); and that the amount of bedding used in some pens was a safety issue. It was
confirmed that this was already on the agenda for the next Board meeting.
………..And the Positive Finish: No conclusion is possible without mention
of the thanks expressed during the course of the meeting for the
voluntary support given to the Office by Rosemary Fisher and Caroline
Turner-Russell over the past two months to keep GCCF services
functioning effectively, and in training the new Office Manager into all
things GCCF. Also, to Sally Rainbow-Ockwell for her role in getting the
computer system (Phoenix) up and running, and continuing in her
position as Project Manager pro bono for the next eighteen months to
oversee continued development. Gifts of time and expertise are an
invaluable resource.
Jen Lacey, GCCF Delegate and Board Member 20/03/2019
For contact details please see page 5

The full report is available on the GCCF website.
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Korat & Thai Rescue/Re-homing
I am pleased to say that there are no Korats or Thai’s that need re-homing. However
we do have someone that is looking for an older Korat to be a companion for their 18
year old male Korat, so please get in touch if you hear about a suitable cat.

If you know anyone with a cat to be rehomed or can offer a
home to a rescue Korat or Thai Cat, please do let me know.
Julie Cherkas
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

Snapchat Filters for Cats!
For anyone that uses Snapchat, have you seen the new filters for cats? There aren’t
many of them, but I spent most of the weekend playing with it when it first launched,
hours of fun! I recommend you give it a go; you just need to look for the filters with
the blue paw in the corner.
Helen Hastilow
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You Always Take the Best Cat Home
by Julie Cherkas
There’s a well known saying in the world of showing
and the Cat Fancy – no matter what happens on
show day, you always take the best cat home! At
the Croydon Cat Club Show on 9 February this year,
this was literally what happened.
My little Izzi, otherwise known these days as Imperial
Grand Champion & Olympian Bronze Imperial Grand
Premier Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise (phew!) was
chosen by Mr Marteinn
Tausen (a FIFe judge,
from Iceland) as his
Overall Best in Show
for Croydon. Because
this was a joint show, held back to back with Southern
Counties Cat Club, Izzi then went up against the Overall Best
in Show in Southern Counties. The two cats, were then
judged by Mrs Anna Wilczek (another FiFe judge, Poland) to
choose the Best of Best
over both shows. My
little Izzi, a very petite
Korat lady, was up
against a stunningly
handsome, and huge,
British Blue Shorthair.
It was very tense but eventually, after what felt like a
never ending moment in time, Izzi was held up in the
air as the winner and was awarded the biggest rosette
ever, engraved with “Best Overall Exhibit Southern
Counties & Croydon Cat Club 2019”. What an
honour! On that Saturday, completely stunned, I really
did “take the best cat home”.
In her last three shows, Izzi has been at the front in the Best in Show pens. To be Overall
Best Exhibit in Section 4, one of the biggest two sections, is quite an achievement in itself,
but most judges are stunned to discover that Izzi is just 3 months shy of her twelfth
birthday! We have always said that a Korat is like a good wine – both mature well with age!

Definitely the BEST CAT!

Izzi’s prizes on the day - What a haul
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AGM Notice
The Korat & Thai Cat Association
SUNDAY, 28 April 2019 AT 2PM
RECTORY COTTAGES, CHURCH GREEN ROAD,
BLETCHLEY, NR MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS MK3 6BJ
There is plenty of on road parking available, close to the building

Tea and Coffee will be served from 1.30pm
If you’d like a say in how your club is run, or would like to offer some help –
always gratefully received – please come along and enjoy a free buffet!
We will update you with all the latest GCCF news, together with a report on
what your committee has been doing for you and the Korats & Thais. In
addition, we can enjoy a good old cat chat and swap stories!
Club Officers and Committee members will be elected and during the meeting
there will be a presentation of the Show Points Scheme Certificates and the
Title Rosettes for cats gaining a new title in 2018. We will also be discussing
your newsletter and website - and much more!
If you can’t make it in person, please let a member of the committee know your
views so they can be put forward on your behalf.
The Agenda, 2018 Minutes and Accounts follow on the next few pages.
We will also have our Club merchandise on sale, all items feature the club name,
logo or cat’s head, printed or embroidered:
Fleece zip jackets (currently only in small & large)
£20.00
Club pens (4 different colours)
£2.00
I
Korat Tote bags (black)
£3.00
K&TCA Notebooks with pen
£2.00

We hope to see you there

RAFFLE and BUFFET after the meeting
Contributions for raffle prizes will be gratefully received!
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
SUNDAY, 28 April 2019 AT 2.00 PM
RECTORY COTTAGES, CHURCH GREEN ROAD, BLETCHLEY,
NR MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS MK3 6BJ

AGENDA
1.

Welcome to members

2.

Apologies for absence

3.

Minutes of the 2018 AGM

4.

Matters arising from those minutes

5.

Chairman's Report

6.

The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee

7.

The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement

8.

Appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine accounts

9.

The Show Secretary’s report; Presentation of Title Rosettes & Show Points
Certificates

10.

GCCF Delegate's report

11.

Elections:

a) President & Vice-President
b) Committee Members up for re-election: Clare Treacher, Brian Lacey, Sarah
Williams-Elliss.
c) Delegate and substitute delegate to Council.
12.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Items for discussion:
BAC and Judge Training Review Updates
Animal Welfare Act Update
Choosing charity recipient for 2019 merchandise donation
Korat Health
Newsletter
Website & Facebook page

13.

Any other business
THE AGM IS THE OCCASION TO EXPRESS YOUR OPINION ON HOW
YOUR CLUB’S AFFAIRS ARE BEING RUN

Please Contact the Secretary, Julie Cherkas, if you wish to add to the agenda,
which can be updated via the website if necessary.
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KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Sunday 22 April 2018
at St Thomas Meeting House, Houghton Regis LU5 5SJ
Ten members were present; Judith & Dick Jewkes, Jen Lacey, Brian Lacey, Jen Day, Helen
Hastilow, Sarah Williams-Elliss, Caroline Bertram (Chair), Dee Hillier-Kidston, Julie Cherkas
(Secretary).
1. Chairman’s Welcome
Caroline Bertram welcomed everyone and began the meeting promptly at 14:00.
2. Apologies for Absence had been received from sixteen members; Janice Fentem, Susan
Miller, Marlene Buckeridge, Clare Treacher, Liz Beckett, Leo & Felicity Black, David & Helen
Hawkins, Janet Jeffers, George Terry, Lynda Ashmore, Louise Portsmouth, Neil Hastilow,
Veronica Robinson and Catherine Tew.
3. Minutes of the last Meeting on 30 April 2017
These were circulated to members with the newsletter in advance of the meeting and were
signed off, as read, after correcting a miss-spelt name on page 2. Proposed by Jen L and
seconded by Sarah.
4. Matters Arising
Under 7. Jen L mentioned that the loan of £300 has now been repaid. Dick asked why it had
been needed and Jen replied that the GCCF now has a brand new computer system making
a lot of transactions now possible online.
5. Chairman's Report
Caroline started by thanking the committee for their work over the past year; she apologised
for missing our show due to ill health. Jen Day was thanked for her hard work on the rosettes
and breeder scheme certificates; and, in particular, her ‘knitting skills’ to produce so many
catnip toys! Caroline welcomed Helen to the committee saying what an excellent first
newsletter she had produced.
6. The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee
The committee has had another busy year. The show schedule came out late summer and
we held another successful show with RBBA. Marlene was going to step down as show
manager for our show this year, but Anne Murray-Brooks wasn’t comfortable as joint show
manager in her first year and so Marlene will continue for us only this year. As the show
licence had been applied for with Anne as manager, I’ve had to apply for a change of show
manager back to Marlene. Both Clare Treacher and I have also been involved in helping with
the show schedule due out in a month or two. We have recruited a new newsletter editor and
I’d also like to add my acknowledgement to Caroline’s welcome, greeting Helen as the new
editor. I am happy to support her in this role but have to say that, thankfully, Helen is doing
the bulk of the work! I’d like to thank Jen L for amending our Registration Policy following a
recent rule change which allows offspring of cats imported from Thailand to move onto the
Supplementary Register after 3 positive critiques by full Korat judges. Jen has also reformatted the Korat & Thai SOPs onto the GCCF template so that they are standardised,
ready to go onto an App in due course. My thanks to Dee who is now in her second year as
Club Treasurer and not only has she done a sterling job as Treasurer, she has also managed
a project to move our website onto a more user friendly platform. We recruited Naomi
Johnson to do this for us, over Christmas, but after the first stage, Dee took over the transfer
of data which saved the Club quite a bit of money. Jen D has done a wonderful job with the
show points scheme, not an easy task.
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On a personal note, earlier this year we achieved the very first Olympian title awarded to a
Korat or Thai. My 10 year old Korat, Izzi, is now IGC & OBIGP Jusarka Thai Lilac Promise. I
well remember Jen L and I saying when the Olympian title was introduced, that it would be
hard for a Korat to compete at the top level with all of the other breeds. We have our first
Olympian, and judging by some of the younger cats currently on the show bench, she will
soon be joined by some other stunning cats. Izzi may be the first but she definitely won’t be
the last!
Finally, I have to say that we have a dedicated committee of skilful people, who all get on well
with each other and work well together. For a small minority breed club, I think we are in a
very good place at the moment.
7. The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement
Financially, we are doing okay. 2017 accounts and Club returns went in at the beginning of
March and Dee had had confirmation that they are fine. On 31 December 2017 we had a
closing balance of £5,717.27 (just under £400 down on last year). The actual loss for the
year was £99.88 but we have had several website expenditures which won’t be paid next
year, and the invoice for the 2016 show expenditure was only received in January 2017. In
addition, we spent around £200 on club pens which will be repaid, with a small profit, as they
are sold. As of today the balance is £5408.87. Dee is pleased that we have so many loyal
members and reported that, to date, we have 74 paid members and 36 members who
haven’t yet paid their subscription for 2018. This is a good position for April, and Dee
thanked Helen for taking over the newsletter as this is a key to maintaining members. Julie
proposed the accounts were accepted, Jen L seconded.
8. Appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine the accounts
Mrs Lee had examined the accounts for 2017 and Dee confirmed she was happy to continue.
Julie proposed she was re-appointed for the current year, seconded by Jen L.
9. The Show Secretary’s report; Presentation of Title Rosettes & Points Certificates
Jen Day reported another good show but said she could have done with more help on the
Club table. As this was our first year at the new venue we were learning what could be done
and, with hindsight, it was a mistake to have exhibition cats on the Club table. We were also
quite short of committee members as we needed 3 people for the show table and there just
weren’t enough people to help. Setting up the Club table and BIS pens on the Friday before
the show made it much easier on the day so thank you to those who helped. Moving on to
the Show Points Scheme and Title rosettes, Jen awarded the Best Breeder and Best Cat
Certificates and Title Rosettes to those present at the AGM but there were a few left over
which will be posted. Congratulations to all our winners.
10. GCCF Delegate's report
Once again, Jen L encouraged us to read her notes and minutes following GCCF Council
meetings. They are available on the GCCF website. Jen writes the reports and cuts them
down to the pertinent points, which also highlight items affecting Korats & Thais for the
newsletters. Nothing much has changed in Council but the big changes will occur in June
when the Sections change at shows. Our section won’t lose any judges, which is good, and
overall the size of the section should reduce. There is a seminar planned for this December,
possibly at the same venue as our show. Jen mentioned that the Board now elects its
members for a three year term and also that anyone who thinks they have some expertise to
offer is eligible to apply to stand on either the Investigations or Disciplinary Committees. The
rule regarding kittens needing two vaccinations before it leaves home has now been
strengthened. A signed disclaimer is no longer valid and breeders wishing to rehome a kitten
prior to its second vaccination must now seek approval from the Board.
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11. Elections
a) President & Vice-President
Both Judith Jewkes and Lynda Ashmore were happy to continue in their positions. Julie
proposed we re-elect both and Jen L seconded this. Julie thanked Judith for her
commitment and continued support at each AGM and Show.
b) Committee Members
Helen Hastilow had been co-opted to join the committee to help in her role as Newsletter
editor. Caroline proposed she was elected to be a full committee member, seconded by
Julie.
c) Delegate and substitute delegate to Council.
Jen Lacey was asked to continue as Delegate and Sarah Williams-Elliss as substitute
delegate; proposed by Judith, seconded by Jen D.
12. Items for discussion:
a) New Show Sections, effective from June.
The 7 sections will be reducing to 6 sections and the number of breeds in each section
should be more even. In section 4, our section, we will still have the most breeds, 16 in
all. We will be losing Asians, Australian Mists, Tonkinese, and Suffolks to other sections.
Not every section is happy with the proposed changes but any breed is entitled to keep
records of the numbers shown and ask the board to review it in the future. The Supreme
differs from this format but the idea was to increase competition and the numbers across
the new sections are more equitable based on cats shown in the last few years. These
changes won’t affect any of the breed shows.
b) BAC and Judge Training Reviews
Judge training needs to be speeded up and change is inevitable. How this will be
achieved, however, isn’t clear. Where a BAC has more than one breed club, things can
get complicated, especially regarding keeping registration policies up to date. The reviews
continue.
c) Licencing for Cat Breeders
DEFRA will be trying to take the amendments to the House of Commons in October,
before Brexit takes over. The Bill is currently being drafted. DEFRA have told Mr Steve
Crow that these amendments aren’t aimed at stopping Cat Breeders but, that said, there
are few changes which will actually help with cat welfare. However, it may have an
impact on prolific or money greedy breeders. Otherwise, for most hobby breeders, it won’t
have too much of an impact unless complaints arise. Then it could be used against them.
Two things spring to mind to reduce any impact on the GCCF breeders. Firstly, don’t
upset your neighbours or anyone likely to complain, and secondly, make sure you keep
accounts of income and expenditure because the key to needing to conform to the
legislation is making a profit. No profit, no problem. And we all know how difficult it can be
to actually make a profit!
d) Choosing Recipient for 2018 Merchandise Donations
The committee chose Langford Veterinary Laboratories (for Feline Research). Proceeds
from this year’s merchandise will be donated to them, subject to the £100 ceiling.
e) Korat Health
There has been no update on the ‘Korat Eyes’ project. Julie thought that there hadn’t
been any more cats born with this problem, despite test matings taking place which
should have produced issues. It continues to be monitored by those breeders affected.
Jen L had spoken to Sue Moreland (GCCF Veterinary Officer) about HCM (Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy) and sadly, HCM is one of those diseases where it’s very confusing as it
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has different forms. It’s not always genetic, and although Ragdolls and Maine Coons have
DNA tests for HCM, cats tested clear can still go on to develop HCM from another form of
the disease. It is also very common in the general moggy population. It can be more
severe in some breeds but its diagnosis is difficult. Some cats when scanned clear, can
go on to develop HCM and die, whereas others scanned with some evidence of HCM can
live long and healthy lives into their late teens. It seems to be far more complex than
some studies originally suggested. Jen L will continue to monitor progress via her
involvement with the GCCF Veterinary Committee.
f) Newsletter
Helen thanked the committee for their welcome. Although, Helen had only done one
newsletter to date, she intended to carry on as before as her feedback had been good.
She asked about deadlines for each issue. We discussed the cover, and Jen D asked if
the photos from the October show could go into the Winter issue. It was suggested we
ask all members for contributions in future, not just the committee and regulars. Dee had
received feedback from some members; commenting on the full and interesting content
and one member had said they’d be happy to receive just two copies per year if they were
that full of interesting articles.
g) Website
Dee has found maintaining the site much easier on the new platform. She is still learning
but updates are much quicker. She has changed the menu to appear at the top on PCs
but as a list on mobiles and tablets. A Member’s Gallery for photos has been added. Dee
asked for people to send photos for inclusion. A few rehomes have been added recently.
h) Facebook Page
Dee will carry on looking after the page. There is very little work involved in maintain it. It
is now possible to go into a separate tab which allows visitors to post comments. These
comments aren’t visible on the front page. Helen asked if that was what we wanted but
we all admitted we didn’t quite understand it, didn’t want the onus of monitoring posts
from others and that it had originally been set up as a ‘Gateway’ to the Club website page
so that if someone looked up Korats, they were linked to the more informative website
page and hopefully would consider becoming a member. Dee posts notices on there, e.g.
Shows, AGM, etc. but it wasn’t something she had time to administer in a big way. Helen
offered to help and perhaps make the page more interactive with the public. Dee will
make her an administrator and between them they will manage the site.
13. Any Other Business
Jen L mentioned that GCCF were looking at moving the venue of the Supreme and this
may possibly be up for discussion at future council meetings. Sarah asked about the
October show and the venue at Bugbrooke has already been booked for 2018. A school
in Oxford had been emailing show managers about his venue being used for cat shows.
Marlene was going to look at this venue as a potential future venue.
The meeting closed at 15:55
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2018 Club Accounts
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2018 Titled Show Cats
Provided by Jen Day

IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION KAL-LEE KASEM
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA DIVINE DREAM MAKER
CHAMPION SALUAY SAENG LALI SAWAN
GRAND CHAMPION SALUAY SAENG LALI SAWAN
CHAMPION KANZONA ADVENT ROSE
CHAMPION CLAIRABELLE MAIPEN PORTIA
PREMIER JENANCA LAILA
GRAND PREMIER JENANCA LAILA
PREMIER KOORAHK MOMO
GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA DAYDREAM BELIEVER
IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA DAYDREAM BELIEVER
IGC & OLYMPIAN BRONZE IMP GR PR JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION SALUAY MAE-NAM
IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA DREAM-CATCHER
GRAND CHAMPION SALUAY PHAI-LIN
CHAMPION JENANCA LUK CHAI SURIWONGSE
IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER SALUAY CHUAANG DOW
PREMIER JUSARKA DREAM-GENIE
GRAND PREMIER JUSARKA DREAM-GENIE

Congratulations to the cats, their owners
and breeders!
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Show Points Scheme – Best Show
Cats of 2018
Best Breeders 2018
Prefix
JUSARKA
SALUAY
KOORAHK
SAWATAO
JENANCA
SABAAYDEE
SERENNOL

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS
CLARE TREACHER
HELEN HAWKINS
GAYE SINCLAIR
JEN LACEY
PATRICIA SAMSON
SARAH WILLIAMS-ELLISS

Points
2800
940
330
230
200
90
20

Best Adult Male 2018
Name
Gr Ch SAWATAO
KALASIN
Ch JENANCA LUK
CHAI SURIWONGSE

Owner
HELEN HAWKINS

Breeder
GAYE SINCLAIR

Points
230

JEN LACEY

JEN LACEY

200

Best Adult Female 2018
Name
Imp Gr Ch JUSARKA
DIVINE DREAM
MAKER
Imp Gr Ch SALUAY
MAE-NAM
Gr Ch SALUAY
SAENG LALI SAWAN
Gr Ch KOORAHK
PRECIOUS
Gr Ch SALUAY PHAILIN
Imp Gr Ch JUSARKA
DREAM-CATCHER

Owner
JULIE CHERKAS

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS

Points
350

KASEY AMOS

CLARE TREACHER

310

CLARE TREACHER

CLARE TREACHER

280

HELEN HAWKINS

HELEN HAWKINS

170

CLARE TREACHER

CLARE TREACHER

130

LOUISE PORTSMOUTH

JULIE CHERKAS

80
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Best Male Neuter 2018
Name
Imp Gr Pr SALUAY
CHUAANG-DOW
Pr KOORAHK MOMO
Imp Gr Pr JUSARKA
GINGKO

Owner
CLARE TREACHER

Breeder
CLARE TREACHER

Points
140

DEBORAH HEATLIE
FELICITY BLACK

HELEN HAWKINS
JULIE CHERKAS

120
70

Best Female Neuter 2018
Name
Imp Gr Ch & OBIGP
JUSARKA THAI
LILAC PROMISE
Imp Gr Pr JUSARKA
DAYDREAM
BELIEVER
Gr Pr JUSARKA
DREAM-GENIE
KOORAHK SOUNALLY
Gr Ch SERENNOL
LILLEE IN PINK

Owner
JULIE CHERKAS

Breeder
JULIE CHERKAS

Points
1230

DEE HILLIER-KIDSTON

JULIE CHERKAS

550

DEE HILLIER-KIDSTON

JULIE CHERKAS

340

KAREN & CHRIS
HUDSON
JEN LACEY

HELEN HAWKINS

40

SARAH WILLIAMSELLISS

20

Best Kitten 2018
Name
SABAAYDEE NANGTUPTIM RUBY
SALUAY SAENG LALI
SAWAN
JUSARKA ORION AT
CAMACOONA
JUSARKA
APHRODITE
JUSARKA ASTERIA
JUSARKA MERCURY

Owner
JEN LACEY

Breeder
PATRICIA SAMSON

Points
90

CLARE TREACHER

CLARE TREACHER

80

JULIE CHERKAS

JULIE CHERKAS

80

JULIE CHERKAS

JULIE CHERKAS

40

GEORGE TERRY
GEORGE TERRY

JULIE CHERKAS
JULIE CHERKAS

40
20

Congratulations to all those who took part!

There are still many who show their cats but don’t keep records of their results.
See the next page for details of how to take part.
Show Points Scheme Information provided by Jen Day – for contact details please see page 5
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K&TCA’s Show Points & Awards Scheme
This scheme relies on you telling me about your show successes. Points are allocated for wins at all GCCF shows
throughout the year, and runs from January to December. If you don’t let me have your 2019 results, no
points can be awarded, please either send them after each show or ask Julie Cherkas for the spreadsheet and
keep a record as you show throughout the year. You need to send me results by 31 January 2020.
jenday2011@hotmail.co.uk

What I Need

The information needed to place the cat into the correct category is: Date/Name of Show; Name/Title of cat;

breed [Korat or Thai (which type of Thai)]; Adult/Kitten/Neuter; Male or Female. Then which awards it won and
the points, although we are happy to allocate points for you once we have all the other information.

What Rewards Will You Get?

Special laminated certificates are awarded to the winners of each category:

Best Male Adult; Best Male Neuter; Best Male Kitten
Best Female Adult; Best Female Neuter; Best Female Kitten
Best Breeder, and Runner Up, awarded to Breeders with the most overall points.

The Certificates are awarded at the AGM each year, along with the Title Rosettes (see below). To encourage
you all to send in your results, a reminder of the points follows. Breeders can include cats bred, but no longer
owned, by them.

Special K&TCA Club Rosettes for Change of Title

As a club member you are entitled to claim a special rosette each time your cat gains a new title; e.g. Champion,
Premier, Grand Champion, Grand Premier, etc. Your cat’s title and full pedigree name will be printed on the tails
of the rosette. We have 19 title rosettes for achievements during 2018, which will be presented at the AGM.
See Page 14.

The Points Allocation

BREED CLASS – Kitten, Adult or Neuter

Awarded CC, PC, or 1st in Kitten Class = 20 points
2nd Place = 10 points
3rd Place = 5 points
GRAND CLASS - Adult or Neuter
Awarded Grand [CC or PC] or UKGR = 30 points
Reserve Grand = 20 points
Withheld Certificate = 10 points
IMPERIAL CLASS - Adult or Neuter
Awarded Imperial Grand [CC or PC] = 40 points
Reserve Imperial = 30 points
Withheld Certificate = 15 points
OLYMPIAN CLASS - Adult or Neuter
Awarded Olympian = 50 points
Reserve Olympian = 40 points
3rd Place in Olympian = 30 points
4th Place in Olympian = 20 points
5th Place in Olympian = 10 points
OTHER AWARDS
Best of Breed award = 20 points
Best of Variety Section 4 Adult, Kitten, Neuter = 30 points
Overall BOV = 40 points
Overall Best in Show = 50 points
Overall Best of Best (Joint Shows) = 50 points

If notification is not sent, no points will be awarded.
Don’t be disappointed – make sure you have sent notification of your 2019 show wins to Jen Day
by 31 January 2020 so that she can allocate your points.
Send details to: jenday2011@hotmail.co.uk
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Korat & Thai Cat Association
and

Russian Blue Breeders Association

Shared Cat Show

Saturday 5

th

October 2019

Bugbrooke Sports & Community Centre,
Camp Close, Bugbrooke, Northampton, NN7 3RW
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!
 There will be a raffle on the day!

If you have any unwanted gifts that you would like to donate as raffle
prizes, all donations would be gratefully received.

 Special ‘Spot’ prizes will be awarded during the afternoon!

Most laid back cat, cat with the most luminous eyes, most talkative cat,
cat with the best whiskers. Our President will then choose her favourite
cat

 Drinks, food and snacks available
 A large collection of Korats & Thais

You won’t see so many all in one place very often!

Please come and visit us on the day and help to make the show a
success. Most of the committee will be there to “cat chat” and
offer cat cuddles throughout the day!

Hope to See You There!!
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Doing Our Bit for Charity
I am pleased to say that we are in the process of sending our nominated charity for
2018 a cheque for £100. This year’s recipient is Langford Vets Diagnostic
Laboratories and we will be asking for this to be used for their FIP research. Thank
you to everyone who helped by purchasing merchandise or knitted toys.
We will be selecting the next charity at the 2019 AGM. If you are coming to the
AGM or visiting the show in October 2019 (see page 25) we would be grateful if you
can help by supporting the raffle or purchasing merchandise. There will be knitted
cat toys, notebooks, pens and tote bags on sale. There will also be raffle tickets to
purchase, which will count towards Club profits.
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

Judith Jewkes Sausage and Egg Pie
This is a recipe for my sausage and egg pie which I’d promised our chairperson I
would publish after I brought the pie to add to the lunch at the last AGM, so just
for you Caroline!
500g good quality sausage meat
Half an onion, chopped
Handful of parsley, chopped
Shortcrust pastry
2 or 3 small eggs
Line a well-greased container (loaf tin or straight sided dish) with thinly rolled
pastry. Soften the onion for @ 5 mins in oil. Mix with the sausage meat and parsley
(just squish it all together with your hand) pile the mixture into the lined tin
pushing well into the corners. Make 2 or 3 egg sized wells in the mixture and break
an egg into each (use smallish eggs). Season with a little ground pepper. Put a
pastry lid on your pie and seal the edges well, cut a small hole in the top and brush
with egg or milk.
Bake in a medium oven for 45 mins. If the top is getting too brown after 30 mins
cover with paper, it's important that the sausage is cooked right through.
When cool it should come out of the tin without too much persuasion.
Enjoy! Judith Jewkes, K&TCA President
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My Diary by Jen Day
It’s over 14 years since I became the proud
owner of my Korat, Maipenrai Tao Princess
(Portia) and my Thai Lilac, Maipenrai Lilac
Foxglove (Oliver); or perhaps they became proud
owners of me? They were bred by Janet Jeffers.
The first show I took them to in January 2005,
was the Short Hair Cat Society Show. They were
kittens and both won a 1st in the side classes and
were given a red rosette each. Well that was it….
I was hooked on showing.
In April 2005 at our own Korat Show, Janet and I were manning the club table selling raffle
tickets along with a tombola. Members kept coming up to me at the table saying how nice
Portia is. Later that afternoon I had a shock when I went to her pen and on top there was a
Trophy for Best Adult. She was also the President’s Choice. Whilst waiting for the judging of
Overall Best in Show, with my camera in hand, I was taken by surprise when Portia’s pen
number was called. It was a wonderful day.
Portia also went on to win Overall Best in Show in 2006 and 2009 at the Korat Shows. I showed
Portia a lot and most of the time she was the only Korat on show. She was made up to UK
IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER during her show days. On the occasion that Portia won her 5 th
Imperial Certificate, I was helping doing tablework. I kept asking if pen 220 had been awarded
her Imperial. Then all of a sudden someone whispered “220 Imperial” and in the excitement I
shouted ”I’ve got my 5th Imperial!” to which I heard a reply “I think it was the cat, not you” 
Portia did well at the Supreme coming 5th out of about 17 foreign cats on two separate
occasions. Unfortunately, Oliver only went to about 3 shows with me as he didn’t like it.
In 2009, I acquired another Korat, Maipenrai Doc Flower (Bluebell). Bluebell did well at shows
and became a UK IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER. She was Overall Best in Show at our Korat
Shows in 2010 and 2011. I took her to a show at Wood Green one time and again I was helping
with tablework. I finished around 15:45 and went to see Bluebell in her pen, but when I arrived
she was not in there! I was excited to find out that she had been picked as Best of Variety
Foreign Neuter. There were a variety of cats; around 18 pens for Best in Show. They showed all
the cats and although she got a mention as a Korat, on this occasion she was unsuccessful.
Very sadly, I lost Bluebell. She was chased into the road, into the path of a car and was killed
outright. I miss her very much.
Although I showed many times and got a lot of enjoyment from it, there’s nothing more
wonderful than the thrill of getting a good result on show days.
I have been a KTCA Committee Member for a few years now and I have worked on the Club
table at our shows as well as the Supreme. Last year at our show in Bugbrooke, I went on the
Friday evening and helped set up with Dee. On the Saturday, I was on the Club table selling
raffle tickets and our merchandise. I did make up the 5 special prizes some of which included
best eyes and longest whiskers and I had to go and pick my choices before the public arrived.
It was a very tiring day, but well worth it, so why don’t you come along in October and bring
your cat to our next show. It would be lovely to meet some of our members that support our
Club.
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£Treasurer’s Notes
Hi Everyone, as we leave Winter into the Spring, the sun has been out in the conservatory and my ladies have
been toasting themselves and enjoying the warmth. Meanwhile in Treasurers Corner……
It’s been a great start to the year with the members subs steadily coming in. Thank you to those who are
staying for another year. We really do appreciate all the support we receive from each of you.
Subs for 2019 were due on the 1 st January so if you have overlooked paying your subs but would like to stay
for another year, we’d be very happy to have your support; please see the payment details below.



Our accounts are healthy as a small breed club, with current paid members this year so far being 53.
The Club Returns and accounts are with the examiner and will be sent to the GCCF to check and sign off,
as soon as they return.

Ways to pay:
You can pay by PayPal; membership@korats.org.uk. Please remember to choose friend, family or gift NOT
goods and services when paying by this method, otherwise we will be charged a fee for the transaction.
You can still pay by cheque. Please note: Cheques should be payable to: Korat & Thai Cat Association
You can send your remittance to the Treasurers address on Page 5.
New payment methods – You can now pay by Bank Transfer or set up a Standing Order. If you would like to
use either method, please email membership@korats.org.uk stating your membership requirements and I will
provide you with the account details. Please also add the first 5 characters of your surname and your
postcode in the reference box (if this option is available) when completing the payment online. Then drop me
an email to say your payment has been made, or to let me know you have set up a Standing Order.
Welcome to our New Member; the committee would like to offer him a warm welcome.

Julian Plews, Leicestershire.
Have a wonderful Spring!

Dee >^..^<

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------st

KTCA Subscriptions for 2019 were due on 1 January.
If taking a paper newsletter:
Newsletter sent by email:

Single: £9
Single: £7

Joint: £11
Joint: £9

Overseas: £12
Overseas: £12 (No overseas supplement)

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
DECLARATION OF INTENT
I/We wish to join the Korat & Thai Cat Association and agree to abide by its current rules and decisions.
I/We wish to receive our newsletter via email Yes/No (please delete, as appropriate)
Please ensure you have completed your email address whether or not you have selected the email option.
In order to comply with the General Data Protection Regulations we must ask if members will consent to
their details being kept for Club mailing purposes. These details will not be used for any other purpose,
except to provide your newsletters and Club communications. I/We are happy for my/our details to be held
by the Club.
Signed:
Date:
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Meet the Cats

Welcome to the “Meet the Cats” section! I hope you all enjoy finding out more about your
fellow club members cats. Please send photos and details to Helen Hastilow (see page
5 for contact details) for inclusion in Meet the Cats.
Name
Breed
Age
Breeder
Owner
Favourite food
Favourite toy
Show
achievements

Jusarka Jordan (Jodie)
Korat
4 years, 5 months
Julie Cherkas
Fiona Wilson
Royal Canin Savour Sensation
Wand toys
None

Favourite past
times
Interesting
fact

Smacking her biped on the ankle with the stick end of a wand toy

Name
Breed
Age
Breeder
Owner
Favourite food
Favourite toy
Show
achievements

Jusarka King-Cutie
Thai Blue Point
4 Years, 3 months
Julie Cherkas
Fiona Wilson
Ham
Plastic springs
None

Favourite past
times
Interesting
fact

Swimming in the bath and giving mega hugs

She was a Flat-Chested kitten - hence the name! She also has a
pronounced kink at the base of her tail making her my Curly-Wurly Girly

He’s a cross-eyed lion
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Cartoon Page
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KORAT & THAI CAT ASSOCIATION
LIST OF BREEDERS
NAME / LOCATION

PREFIX / TEL NO

EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS

Miss Kasey Amos [KOR]
London
Mr R & Mrs L Best [KOR & TAI]
Cardiff
Mrs Felicity Black* [KOR]
London

NoPrefix
07538 903528
Myfanwy
029 2084 2845
Kanzona
020 7485 1211

kasey.amos@yahoo.co.uk

Jusarka
023 8090 4187

jusarka@yahoo.co.uk

Jasumik
01792 791207

graham.jane2@virginmedia.com

Ms Julie Cherkas*
Southampton
Miss J Couch*
South Wales

[KOR & TAI]

[KOR & TAI]

Mrs C Harding-Brown* [KOR
Berkshire

felicityvincent@gmail.com

& TAI] Clairabelle
07889 119224

animalantix@me.com
www.animalantix.com

Koorahk
0161 281 6482

koorahkliliwen@gmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk

& TAI]

Jenanca
01832 293831

jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com

[KOR & TAI]

Bikila
020 8898 4299

walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk

Nikelsilva
01482 627029
Bluesilk
07890 555850
Cattleya
01793 938543
Muscat
07837 601368
Sawatao
07814 894733
Saluay
07714 279625
Serennol
07807 888718
Higford
01531 660283

nikelsilva@yahoo.com

Primprau’s
Kobalt

Denmark
Germany

Mrs H Hawkins*
Manchester

[KOR]

Mrs J Lacey* [KOR
Northamptonshire
Mrs A Locher
London

richpbest@hotmail.com

Miss C Nichols* [KOR]
Humber Bridge
Mrs Gillian Pigott
Sherborne, Dorset
Mrs L Portsmouth [KOR & TAI]
Royal Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire
Mrs Janette Shelley [KOR & TAI]
Crawley, West Sussex
Ms G Sinclair* [KOR]
London
Miss C Treacher [KOR]
London
Mrs S Williams-Elliss* [KOR & TAI]
Nottinghamshire
Mrs Liz Wilson [KOR & TAI]
Herefordshire

bluesilkkorats@btinternet.com
louise.portsmouth@mac.com
www.cattleyacats.co.uk
janetteshelley@btinternet.com
gab.s@talktalk.net
clare.treacher83@gmail.com
serennol@yahoo.co.uk
www.serennol.co.uk
lizziecatw@gmail.com

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS KORAT BREEDERS
Ms Camilla Baird
Mr Bernd Pollesche

dkkorat@yahoo.dk
bpollesche@arcor.de

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
K&TCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Contact Dee Hillier-Kidston (details on page 4) with your litter information for inclusion on the KTCA website.
Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais), number of each sex
still available and date the kittens will be ready for their new homes. A photo can also be added.

Please remember to let Dee know when your kittens have been placed.
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